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The No. 3 LSU Tigers travel to Gainesville this Saturday to play a red-hot Florida team chomping at the bit for a signature victory for the 2012 

season. In many of the college football prognosticators’ minds, the Gators will get that victory and upset the Tigers.  

Florida had a bye week and thus two weeks to prepare for LSU. The Tigers entertained Towson, which is close to having a bye week. 

Media bias after the Auburn game 

LSU could have beaten Towson 100-0 this past Saturday and it wouldn't have mattered. What the prognosticators picking Florida are doing is 

looking at LSU's 12-10 escape at Auburn two Saturdays ago, the same Auburn team that had been drubbed by Mississippi State and barely beat 

UL-Monroe in overtime, and assuming that that victory should have been much easier. The game is proof that the Tigers are primed for a 

beatdown at the hands of Will Muschamp's Gators this Saturday night. 

This is the kind of transitive property approach to analysis that only certain teams receive from some of the media. LSU is one of them. By this 

logic, ULM can play with LSU and the Tigers are in for a whipping at home against Mississippi State. Why play the game? 

Lou Holtz of ESPN is the poster boy for degrading the LSU football team, and he’s done it more weeks than not for several years now. But there 

are others. 

Unless I’m mistaken, by the way, that same transitive property wasn’t applied to LSU after Washington beat No. 8 Stanford, the same Stanford 

team that had beat then-No.2 and media darling USC on Sept. 15.  

That Washington team? Yeah, LSU crushed them 41-3 three weeks ago. But you shouldn’t expect the Tigers to garner any apologies or praise 

from these “experts” that continue to disrespect LSU based on, I don’t know, the national championship game last season? 

The fact that Auburn was playing the salvage their season against LSU and that Jordan-Hare Stadium crowd was as loud as any college stadium 

will ever be is irrelevant to these so-called experts. But if you know anything about the media, especially ESPN, you'll know that it is more 

concerned about avoiding the financial devastation of an LSU-Alabama rematch in the BCS title game than actually analyzing the sport of 

college football like it's supposed to. 

Did you wonder why so many ESPN talking heads were throwing it out there that "LSU could drop in the polls this week?" And after a victory, 

at that? Even Brad Nessler, the play-by-play man who called the Auburn game and who is usually one of the least biased in the business, did it. 

And he did it twice—once as an idea and once again after color analyst Todd Blackledge emphatically put to rest the notion that LSU should be 

jumped in the polls after such a hard-fought SEC road victory.  

It was the last words Nessler would utter before they went off air. 

And basically the first out of Holtz’s mouth in the post-game show. 

And the last out of Holtz’s partner Reece Davis as they went to a commercial break.  

You’d swear it was 2002 or 2004 or 2006 or 2010 when LSU traveled to Auburn and lost. 

Oh, and by the way, did anyone hear any mention of the bomb threat on campus and the fact that LSU had to miss a practice that week before 

Auburn? Didn’t think so. Rest assured it would have been talked about at length as an excuse for teams like Alabama and USC. And rightly so. 

Missing a practice is obviously detrimental to game preparation when a team has so few practices as it is. 

But let’s not mention it for LSU. Let’s just hope voters assume they played poorly at Auburn, even though we know that was a tough victory to 

attain.  

If you were wondering if there is media bias against small market teams, there’s your answer. Try to influence voters to drop LSU behind flashy 

Oregon in the polls. That way that whole LSU-Alabama rematch jibber-jabber can stop. 



LSU-Florida: A look back for perspective 

It wasn't that long ago—nine years to be exact—that LSU won their second national championship. The Tigers did not go undefeated that 

season, however, as an unranked Florida team led by freshman quarterback Chris Leak entered Death Valley and upset No. 6 LSU 19-7 on a 

dreary afternoon in October.  

The LSU offense, No. 1 overall in the SEC going into the game, was inept in front of the home crowd. On twelve possessions, LSU punted eight 

times and had two interceptions, a fumble, and failed to pick up a first down on fourth-and-two. The only touchdown came on a Skyler Green 

punt return the first time LSU touched the ball. 

Then-coach Nick Saban had warned his highly ranked Tigers of being over-confident going into the game after a bye week. He railed against his 

team and the crowd after the loss, saying that no one was taking Florida seriously because it was unranked and had lost to Ole Miss the week 

before. No one was talking national championship after the loss. All fans and college football enthusiasts could expect was for LSU to continue 

to contend for the league title if it could win out. 

They would have loved to have gone back and gotten a 12-10 poorly played victory. 

Win out the Tigers did, scoring a huge victory at a hostile house in South Carolina the very next week. The right pieces fell into place the rest of 

the way, and voila, Saban had his first national championship. 

The 2003 Florida loss has less to do with this upcoming battle in Gainesville and more to do with LSU's supposed "indifferent performance," as 

CBS.com's Jerry Palm put it, at Auburn. The Tigers were "indifferent" to the tune of 351 total yards, including a punishing 182 on the ground 

against the Tigers two weeks ago. 

The offensive stats for LSU against Florida in 2003? Down right offensive, and um, truly indifferent: 287 total yards, with just 56 coming on the 

ground. 

So-called experts will make their prognostications based on LSU's 101st ranked passing offense, a position that was supposed to be enhanced 

this year by quarterback Zach Mettenberger. The truth is that the passing game is much better than it has been in the last four years (195 ypg), 

and the rushing attack is as potent as ever (248 ypg, 15th nationally), but curiously some in the media will compare LSU to the ineptness it 

displayed in the title game last year against Alabama behind Jordan Jefferson. If you shout something from the rooftops enough, or if you 

slobber it out like Holtz does, the hope is that people will start to believe it, no matter how inane the commentary is. 

The bottom line is that LSU played a better game on the road at Auburn—and emerged victorious—than it did nine years ago when it lost to a 

very average Florida team at Tiger Stadium. No, this team has nothing to do with that 2003 team, but perspective is perspective, especially when 

the media fails to give much of it.  

What it means for Saturday 

It will not be easy to go into the Swamp and pull out a victory, and LSU may prove these prognosticators right in the end. But what it wouldn’t 

prove is this transitive property approach to analysis in college football. Fans should know that these media commentators are sometimes not 

even giving their own opinions; oftentimes they are just talking heads for any particular media outlet to push an agenda. ESPN, who airs the BCS 

games and stands to make or lose money on them, is front and center in the sham. 

No, just because LSU beat Washington who beat Stanford who beat USC doesn’t mean that LSU would necessarily beat USC. It’s just not how 

college football—and sports in general—plays out. Neither should LSU be judged on the aesthetic value of a victory at one of its most bitter 

rivals in Auburn.  Expect an all-out war this weekend in Gainesville, but don’t expect much respect even if LSU finds a way to win. Not after the 

media worked so hard to wedge Oregon between Alabama and LSU in the polls in the first place. 

 


